Directions to Perkiomen Valley Library at Schwenksville

The library is located at the corner of Second and Church Streets in Schwenksville

From Skippack
Take 73 West to 29. Turn right onto 29N. Go past the first light, Perkiomen Ave., and turn left at the firehouse on the right, Church St.. Proceed 2 blocks to dead end and library is on the left.

From Lower Fredrick
Take 29S/73E to Schwenksville. Turn right at the firehouse on the left, Church St.. Proceed 2 blocks to dead end and library is on the left.

From Collegeville/Trappe
Take 29N to 73. Continue straight on 29/73 to Schwenksville. Go past the first light, Perkiomen Ave., and turn left at the firehouse on the right, Church St.. Proceed 2 blocks to dead end and library is on the left.